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to modulate 
to distill 
of waves 
of electromagnetic 
of inertia 
of ionization 
of polarization 
of refraction 
of tides 
of reflection 
of equilibrium  
of symmetry 
of friction 
to stretch 
to bounce 
to erase 
to spray  
to systematize 
to refer 
to force 
of mapping 
of location 
of context 
of time 
of carbonization 
to continue  

to scatter  
to arrange 
to repair 
to discard 
to pair 
to distribute 
to surfeit 
to compliment 
to enclose 
to surround 
to encircle 
to hole 
to cover 
to wrap 
to dig 
to tie 
to bind 
to weave 
to join 
to match 
to laminate 
to bond 
to hinge 
to mark 
to expand 
to dilute 
to light 

to curve  
to lift 
to inlay 
to impress 
to fire 
to flood 
to smear 
to rotate 
to swirl  
to support 
to hook 
to suspend 
to spread 
to hang 
to collect 
of tension 
of gravity 
of entropy 
of nature 
of grouping 
of layering 
of felting 
to grasp  
to tighten 
to bundle 
to heap  
to gather 

to roll 
to crease 
to fold 
to store 
to bend 
to shorten 
to twist 
to dapple 
to crumple 
to shave 
to tear 
to chip 
to split 
to cut 
to sever 
to drop 
to remove 
to simplify  
to differ 
to disarrange 
to open 
to mix 
to splash 
to knot 
to spill 
to droop 
to flow 

richard serra, verb list compilation: actions to relate to oneself [1967-68] 

!



gear/tech: 
three dyson sound exciters 
two pyle 40w stereo amplifiers [PCA2] 
two RCA – ¼in male stereo [TRS] cables 
lots of speaker wire 
one contact mic with female ¼in jack [approx. 1in diameter max] 
one ¼in male – ¼in male patch cable 
one BOSS digital-delay 6 [dd6] guitar pedal 
 
since all live sound will be produced from the jacks/transducers, no mixer/interface/speakers are needed. 
 
you’ll also need one cloth, preferably black, and one larger piece of tin foil.  
 
also it may be desirable to perform this in near-darkness – use standlights or perhaps harsh white fluorescent bulbs [placed 
inside piano?].  

piano preparations: 
c#1/d1 – contact mic [with putty] attached to strings 1” from pegs [effect – dull, muted tone, but you’ll never actually play on these keys] 
eb1 – one piece of tin foil 1”x6” wrapped around string [effect – crackly, brittle buzz] 
bb1 – ¼in jack from amplifier 2 wedged between double-wound strings, placement arbitrary – it will be moved [effect – detuned bell-like sonority] 
b1 – ¼in jack from amplifier 1 wedged between double-wound strings, placement arbitrary – it will be moved [effect – detuned bell-like sonority] 
b3/c4 – one piece of duct/gaff tape 1”x6” placed on strings [effect – dull thud with some harmonic residue] 
c#4 – one dime threaded between triple-wound strings at 3rd harmonic node [effect – low inharmonic gong spectra, as little buzz as possible] 
d4 – one dime threaded between triple-wound strings at 2nd harmonic node [effect – dyad harmony with lots of buzz] 
f4 - small amount of poster putty [blu-tack] placed at pegs [effect – sinusoidal tone, high pitch content] 
f#4 – two small alligator clips are affixed to the three strings, near the pegs [effect – oddly- filtered cloud around defined pitch] 
g4 – two small alligator clips are affixed to the three strings, near the pegs [effect – oddly- filtered cloud around defined pitch] 
c#5 – three small alligator clips are affixed to the three strings, two at the pegs, one at midpoint [effect – oddly- filtered spectra] 
e5 – small amount of poster putty [blu-tack] placed at pegs [effect – sinusoidal tone, high pitch content] 
c8 - small amount of poster putty [blu-tack] placed at midpoint [effect – muted click] 

for first section – mid-bank transducer should also be loosely wrapped in a small piece of tin foil 
since only a few unprepared notes are used, i only indicate which notes or strings are to be 

played/plucked with normal noteheads. sounding results will often not match the prescribed pitch. 

setup: 
amplifier 1 
one transducer attached via speaker wire to the L channel of the amplifier. this transducer will be activated by touching the tip of the stereo jack.  this is placed on top of the dime-prepared strings [c#/d4] with a small piece of tin foil loosely wrapped around/beneath it.  you’ll 
need to apply a small piece of tape to the speaker wire, anchoring it to the duct tape preparation, to keep the transducer from moving off these strings. one transducer attached via speaker wire to the R channel of the amplifier. this transducer will be activated by touching the 
ring of the stereo jack.  at the beginning, this is placed on a cloth to mute all resonance, but will be moved throughout the piece, so just keep it within reach at the beginning. 
amplifier 2 
one transducer attached via speaker wire to the L channel of the amplifier. this transducer will be activated by touching the tip of the stereo jack. place the transducer upside-down on the iron soundboard, but within reach. you’ll need it later.  
nothing will be attached to the R channel. 
DD6 
contact mic -> patch cord -> input A [amplifier 2 ¼in will be placed into output A]. 
the pedal should be set to the HOLD function, with the knobs as follows: e.level [max], f.back [min], delay [max], HOLD 
this piece makes use of a glitch in the pedal’s circuitry in this function. more on the use of that later. 

on amplifier latency: 
when using these relatively cheaper power amps, 
they come with a fairly large amount of latency 
between switching them on, and the flow of 
current into the transducers. at the beginning, 
this lag is built into the structure of the gesture – 
the exact time from amp to amp may vary, so 
this can be edited if a timing other than the 
ones i’ve found presents itself. luckily, this issue 
is not present when switching the amplifiers off. 
throughout the piece, all switching should be 
present. the clicking of the switches has been 
integrated into the piece as a fragmentary index 
within the otherwise sustained territory. 
especially the off-switches – while not carrying 
any extra theatrical or demonstrative flair – 
should be pronounced as a semantic equal to 
the sounds in which they negate. 

on using the transducers: 
this piece uses a special way of performing with 
these tactile vibration speakers as physical 
objects. either remove all adhesive pads to leave 
raw plastic surfaces exposed [desired] or do not 
remove the adhesive! contrary to their 
customary use, these units will not be adhered to 
any surface, rather, they will be used as 
handheld vibrators, filtering the sound of 
electrical current [ca.60Hz US power grid] 
through various resonant surfaces of the piano. 
unless specified, do not apply pressure to the 
unit: the rattling sound of the plastic against 
various surfaces is desired. note: the units will 
get hot with continued use, but if you handle 
them via the plastic casing, they’re safe. 
 
in section 2: while plucking the dime-threaded 
strings, making contact with the string bed while 
the transducer is placed on it will result in a 
slight change and accent in the current’s flow. 
this is desired. 

on using the stereo jacks: 
the ¼in jack cables are used as generators 
of sonic material. by touching the cable, 
either with your hand or on a string/peg, 
you can effectively turn on or off the 
[sounding] conduction of electric current. 
therefore, when the jacks are inserted 
between double-wound strings, they act as 
both preparations on the string and 
exciters of the jack. 
 
 
take caution when moving these jacks along 
the string winding not to let the tips slip out 
and interrupt the drone texture. 

on the use of feedback: 
in the final section, the contact mic and 
amplifier 2’s transducer are used to create a 
feedback loop between the two units. this will 
most effectively occur through the metal of the 
low strings, but at high volume levels, will also 
occur through the sympathetic resonance of the 
entire string bed. the beginning of part two 
explicitly takes advantage of this phenomenon, 
where you can activate feedback on f#/g4 even 
though the contact microphone is placed much 
lower in the range. to achieve this, the pedal 
MUST be depressed.  in the later section, take 
caution when executing frequency sweeps to 
keep transducer “in line” with the contact 
mic’ed strings – the pedal does not have to be 
depressed for this conduction, but will help in 
generating a cloud of resonance. 

on using the DD6: 
this feature/error is not found in another other model than 
the one prescribed. when in HOLD mode, two actions are 
possible: a slow press/release will open the sample buffer and 
record a loop. a fast stomp will take a very small sample and 
repeatedly “stutter” it, creating a periodic iteration of the small 
grain. this second effect is what is desired. during the section 
in which this is utilized, aim for different sample sizes on each 
grain – it may take some practice with the pedal’s timing in 
order to control this effectively, but it’s worth it. for the last 
sonority – two considerations: 1] with the 300ms delay setting, 
the feedback knob must be all the way at maximum. this 
causes the pedal to over-iterate the input and gradually 
transform/distort the signal over time. 2] scrambling the delay 
knob will cause the entire delay chain to become hijacked. this 
is intended. check out the attached sound file for desired 
result – it should definitely sound like a computer crashing. all 
nuanced changes of settings, equalization, and other knobs 
will be indicated in the score. 
it may help to label or color code both the jacks and the 
transducers so that they don’t get mixed up in performance. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

notation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Casting is a manufacturing process in which a liquid material is usually poured into a mold, which contains a hollow cavity of the desired shape, and then allowed to solidify. The solidified part is also known as a casting, which is 
ejected or broken out of the mold to complete the process. Casting materials are usually metals or various cold setting materials that cure after mixing two or more components together; examples are epoxy, concrete, plaster and 
clay. Casting is most often used for making complex shapes that would be otherwise difficult or uneconomical to make by other methods.  
 
Need to write program note (may or may not include above text, think about this) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

all actions with the hands are divided by register – with the left hand actions in the top half of the grid, and right 
hand actions the bottom half – unless specified otherwise.  
these directions are calculated off the positioning of the amplifiers on the performer’s right side,  
preferably on the desk or on upper tuning pegs. see attached pictures for a more clear representation of the 
setup.  

only the damper pedal is used. this is notated graphically by the appearance of a straight line at the bottom of each system.  
a diagonal line indicates a gradual depression of the pedal [conceptually associated with opening a higher pitched bandpass filter or reverb unit].  
an accent [>] over the attack or release indicates a forceful [i.e. sounding] result.  

an occasional two-line stave indicates an activation of the stereo jack cable on a metal surface.  
top line – tip.  

bottom line – ring.  

all temporal information [given in seconds] is prescribed only as general durational lengths. in this material, definitely preserve the feeling of spaciousness over metronomic accuracy, while erring on the side of longer 
durational values. when metrical/pulse information is given, these are binding.  



i. metallurgy 
[ominous, posthuman] 

 
 

9” 1” 4” 1” 

[6x] [6x] 

[tip] 

[ring] [ring] 

[tip] 

1st$%$bank$2$[behind$pegs]$
2nd$%$tuning$pegs$$
3rd$%$lowest$strings$[upside$down]$
4th$%$soundboard$[metal]$
5th$%$bank$2$$
6th$%$desk$$

1st$%$bank$3$[upside$down]$
2nd$–$med%low$strings$
3rd$–$stretcher$bar$[medium$pressure]$
4th$–$desk$[upside$down]$
5th$–$lowest$strings$
6th$–$soundboard$[wood]$
$

during each of these 9” drones, 
move transducer 1b to new 
location, specified below. 

[same as before] 

[30”] [40”] [30”] [40”] 

[30”] 
[20”] 

string scrape with jacks, one in 
each hand: focus on states of 
friction more than dynamic 

contours. 

 
[expressive, but understated] 

amplifier 2 volume: 
 

min                       threshold [25%] 
 
 

[this will remain hidden until later] 
repeat string scraping. 

 
elicit harmonics from low cluster. vary positions, with 

each new attack a different bandwidth. roughly periodic 
density of attacks.  

amplifier 1 bass: 
 

min                                 max 
 
 

[brittle and aggressive rattling] 

[30” minimum] 

20” 20” 
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transducer 1a + tin foil secured on dime-
threaded strings.  

 
 

[subterranean] 
 

…transducer 1a continues… 

…transducer 1b on soundboard… 

> 

> 

> 
> 

> 
> 

 
remove transducer 1a 
from strings, remove 
tin foil, place unit on 
double-wound strings. 

[1] 

amplifier 1 on! 

momentarily push jack 1 
into strings, activating ring 

and transducer 1b [in 
cloth], then replace tip. 

continue cable scraping and intersperse the above 
materials. use RH to achieve a frequency sweep of high 

harmonics on the low cluster. 
 
 

[methodical, archival] 

20” 
!

20” 
!

5 
16!

…maintain intensity… 

8 

!

15 

!
8 

!
8 

!
8 8 

!

15 

!
8 

!
8 

!



 

fz!
 

fz!

 
  

!
!
!
forcefully remove jack 1 

from b1!  

[10”, but as short 
as needed] 

move transducer 1b 
to bank 2, behind 

pegs. take amplifier 
1 cable in LH for 

next section. 

[not to scale] 

[10”] [10”] 

amplifier 1 off! 

…transducer 2 hum continues… 

move transducer 1a to bank 3, place upside down around 
a4. quietly replace jack 1 in any double-wound strings. 

RH: change amplifier 1 settings to: 
treble [min], bass [max], volume [min] 

amplifier 2 off! 
with as little movement as possible,  
plug jack 2 into DD6, output A.  
change amplifier 2 settings to: 

treble [max], bass [max], volume 50% 
 
 
 

…a dense, enveloping silence… 
 
 

[pressurized]  [substratum] 

> 

[11x] [5x] [2x] [8x] [3x] 

[15x] [1x] 

> 
> > 

end part i 

[1x] 

[2] 

4 
4!

4 
4!

4 
4!

4 
4!

9 
8!

9 
8!

3 
8!

3 
8!

[touch jack 1 to tuning peg] 

touch!tip!to!lowest!string,!placement!ad!lib.!

4 
8!

4 
8!

quarter = 52bpm quarter = 52bpm quarter = 72bpm eighth = 180bpm quarter = 60bpm [60bpm] 

quarter = 52bpm, [heavy] 

8 
4!

8 
4!

!
[malfunction] 

10 
4!

10 
4!

> 

> 

> 
sfz!

> 
sfz!

15 

!

mp/mf 

15 

!
15 

!

pizz, quasi-niente 

mf 

3 …rapid pedal glitches… 

pizz behind 
pegs with nail 

5 

glitch preceding materials, possibly in!sequence. !



control feedback between contact microphone and transducer 2. begin with 
heavy pressure on the transducer and gradually allow tones to emerge by 

decreasing pressure. occasionally allow feedback to squeal and distort. aim for a 
constant, but unstable drone. a few times, let the transducer ricochet off the 

strings, activating the f#/g dyad. on the final repetition of this action, place the 
transducer around e/f1 and leave it there until the next system.  

 
[compressed, denatured]! amplifier 1 volume: 

min                                                                 max 
 

treble: 
max                                                                 min 

[emerging] 
!

ii. foundry; 
cyclone fence 

[warped, contagious] 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

amplifier 2 
volume: 

 
max     60% 
 

[squalling] 
!

10” 

[50”] [50”] 
10” 25” 15” 

amplifier 2 
volume: 

 
60%     min 
 

[subsiding] 
!

gently pluck c#4/d4’s dime-threaded strings with 
fingertips. due to slight modulation of current via 

physical contact, rhythmicize the placing of your finger 
on to the strings. overall density is low, but irregular.!

stillness: a dense, 
palpable humming 

 
 
 
 
 

[hovering] 

during each 5” unit, gradually lower amplifier 1 volume to zero. then place 
transducer 1 right-side up on medium-low bank [on double-wound strings]. then 

gradually increase volume back to 50-60%, balance under feedback. 
[re-emerging] 

[15x] 

5” 

2” 

DD6: using the HOLD glitch function, grab a small 
sample from the feedback. quickly move the transducer 
over to the double-would strings for the duration of the 
stutter [while applying medium pressure – no rattle, this 
should sound through the strings]. then simultaneously 
turn off the stutter and violently move the transducer 

back to the feedback strings and keep sweeping. repeat. 

…[pedal sustains through]… 

[40”] [1’45”] 

move transducer 2 from 7th/8th  harmonic node to midpoint [2nd] and back. 
apply different gradients of pressure for a very complex output. a rough 

frequency sweep should occur within the tangle of feedback. 
[searching] 

!
amplifier 2 volume 

50%                       max 

10” 
each 

[4x] 

[3] 

…subtly modulate level of feedback using amplifier 2  volume knob… 

> 
> 

amplifier 2 on! 

8 
4!

8 
4!

quarter = 60bpm, [industrial] 

> 

amplifier 2 volume: 
 

50%                                                                             max 
 

 

mf 

f 

sffz! 
> 

8 



 
  

switch DD6 to 300ms delay. increase 
feedback knob from min to max over 

about 10 seconds. 
 
 

[entropic] 

repeatedly!and!violently!swipe!all!low!strings!with!fingers;!this!should!mimic!the!previous!action!of!
aggressively!moving!the!transducer!but!in!a!more!nuanced!way.!don’t!hold!back!!allow!chaos.!

!
!
!

[increasingly$more$so]!

amp 2 
off! 

amp 1 
off! 

remove transducer 2 

…hum continues… 

place on lid, 
medium pressure 

DD6: 
scramble 

delay knob 
[1-2”] 

[3-5”] 
too short! 

[not to scale] 

[1’25” maximum] rasterize 

rasterize 

> 

…increasingly more 
erratic… 

3-4” 

end part ii 

[4] 

> 

> 

> 


